Abstract-We investigate the use of biased sampling according to the density of the data set to speed up the operation of general data mining tasks, such as clustering and outlier detection in large multidimensional data sets. In density-biased sampling, the probability that a given point will be included in the sample depends on the local density of the data set. We propose a general technique for density-biased sampling that can factor in user requirements to sample for properties of interest and can be tuned for specific data mining tasks. This allows great flexibility and improved accuracy of the results over simple random sampling. We describe our approach in detail, we analytically evaluate it, and show how it can be optimized for approximate clustering and outlier detection. Finally, we present a thorough experimental evaluation of the proposed method, applying density-biased sampling on real and synthetic data sets, and employing clustering and outlier detection algorithms, thus highlighting the utility of our approach.
INTRODUCTION
C LUSTERING and detecting outliers in large multidimensional data sets are important data analysis tasks. A variety of algorithmic techniques have been proposed for their solution. The inherent complexity of both problems however is high and the application of known techniques on large data sets is time and resource consuming. Many data intensive organizations, such as AT&T, collect lots of different data sets of cumulative size in the order of hundreds of gigabytes over specific time frames. Application of known techniques to analyze the data collected even over a single time frame would require a large resource commitment and would be time consuming. Additionally, from a data analysis point of view not all data sets are of equal importance. Some data sets might contain clusters or outliers, others might not. To date, one has no way of knowing that unless one resorts to executing the appropriate algorithms on the data. A powerful paradigm to improve the efficiency of a given data analysis task is to reduce the size of the data set (often called Data Reduction [4] ), while keeping the accuracy loss as small as possible. The difficulty lies in designing the appropriate approximation technique for the specific task and data sets.
In this paper, we propose using biased sampling as a data reduction technique to speed up the operations of cluster and outlier detection on large data set collections. Biased sampling is a generalization of uniform random sampling, which has been used extensively to speed up the execution of data mining tasks. In uniform random sampling, every point has the same probability to be included in the sample [37] . In contrast, in biased sampling, the probability that a data point is added to the sample is different from point to point. In our case, this probability depends on the value of prespecified data characteristics and the specific analysis requirements. Once we derive a sampling probability distribution that takes into account the data characteristics and the analysis objectives, we can extract a biased sample from the data set and apply standard algorithmic techniques on the sample. This allows the user to find approximate solutions to different analysis task and gives a quick way to decide if the data set is worthy of further exploration.
Taking into account the data characteristics and the analysis objectives in the sampling process results in a technique that can be significantly more effective than uniform sampling. We present a technique that performs these tasks accurately and efficiently.
Our main observation is that the density of the data set contains enough information to derive the desired sampling probability distribution. Identifying clusters benefits from a higher sampling rate in areas with high density. For determining outliers, we increase the sampling probability in areas with low density. For example, consider a data set of postal addresses in the north east US consisting of 130; 000 points (Fig. 1a) . In this data set, there are three large clusters that correspond to the three largest metropolitan areas, New York, Philadelphia, and Boston. There is also a lot of noise, in the form of uniformly distributed rural areas and smaller population centers. Fig. 1b presents the result of a random sample of size 1,000 points taken from this data set. Fig. 1c presents the result of a 1,000 point sample after we impose a higher sampling rate in areas of high density. We run a hierarchical clustering algorithm on both samples. Fig. 1e are exactly those present in the original data set. In contrast, in Fig. 1d , two of the clusters have been merged and a spurious third cluster has been introduced. The above example shows that sampling according to density can make a difference and be in fact more accurate for cluster detection than uniform sampling.
Our Contribution
We propose a new, flexible, and tunable technique to perform density-biased sampling. In this technique, we calculate, for each point, the density of the local space around the point and we put the point into the sample with probability that is a function of this local density. For succinct (but approximate) representation of the density of a data set, we choose kernel density estimation methods. We apply our technique to the problems of cluster and outlier detection and report our experimental results. Our approach has the following benefits:
. Flexibility. Depending on the data mining technique, we can choose to sample at a higher rate the denser regions or the sparser regions. To identify the clusters when the level of noise is high or to identify and collect reliable statistics for the large clusters, we can oversample the dense regions. To identify all possible clusters, we can oversample the sparser regions. It now becomes much more likely to identify sparser or smaller clusters. On the other hand, we can make sure that denser regions in the original data set continue to be denser in the sample so that we do not lose any of the dense clusters. To identify outliers, we can sample the very sparse regions. . Effectiveness. Density-biased sampling can be significantly more effective than random sampling as a data reduction technique. . Efficiency. It makes use of efficient density estimation techniques (requiring one data set pass) and requires one or two additional passes to collect the biased sample. Section 2 reviews related work. In Section 3, we analytically evaluate the benefits of the proposed approach over random sampling. Section 4 presents efficient techniques to estimate the density of a data set, followed by Section 5, which presents the details of our approach. In Section 7, we discuss the issues involved when combining our sampling technique with clustering and outlier detection algorithms in order to speed up the corresponding tasks. In Section 8, we present the results of a detailed experimental evaluation using real and synthetic data sets, analyzing the benefits of our approach for various parameters of interest. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and points to problems of interest for further study.
RELATED WORK
Clustering is a descriptive task that seeks to identify homogeneous groups of objects based on the values of their attributes (dimensions). The groups may be mutually exclusive and exhaustive or consist of a richer representation such as hierarchical or overlapping groupings.
Current clustering techniques can be broadly classified into two categories: partitional and hierarchical. Given a set of objects and an objective function, partitional clustering obtains a partition of the objects into clusters such that overall the objects in the clusters commonly minimize the objective function. The popular K-means and K-medoid methods determine K cluster representatives and assign each object to the cluster that its representative is closest to the object. These techniques attempt to minimize the sum of the distances squared between the objects and their representatives (other metrics, such as the minimum of the distances is minimized, etc. are possible) over all choices of cluster representatives. CLARANS [28] , EM [13] , [5] , and BIRCH [43] can be viewed as extensions of this approach to work against large databases. Both BIRCH [43] and EM [5] use data summarization to minimize the size of the data set. In BIRCH, for example, a structure called the CF-tree is built after an initial random sampling step. The leaves store statistical representations of space regions. Each new point is either inserted in an existing leaf or a new leaf is created to specifically store it. In EM [5] , the data summarization is performed by fitting a number of Gaussians to the data. CLARANS uses uniform sampling to derive initial candidate locations for the clusters.
Very recently, efficient approximation algorithms for the Minimum Spanning Tree [9] , k-medians [20] , and 2-Clustering [19] where presented. All these algorithms can be used as building blocks for the design of efficient sampling-based algorithms for a variety of clustering problems. The approach presented herein can be utilized by these algorithms for the extraction of a sample that is better than the uniform random sample they extract.
Mode-seeking clustering methods identify clusters by searching for regions in the data space in which the object density is large. Each dense region, called mode, is associated with a cluster center and each object is assigned to the cluster with the closest center. DBSCAN [14] finds dense regions that are separated by low density regions and clusters together the objects in the same dense region. CLIQUE [1] automatically discovers those subspaces (projections into a subset of dimensions) that contain high-density clusters in addition to finding the clusters themselves.
A hierarchical clustering is a nested sequence of partitions. An agglomerative, hierarchical clustering starts by placing each object in its own cluster and then merges these atomic clusters into larger and larger clusters until all objects are in a single cluster. The recently proposed CURE [17] clustering algorithm is a hierarchical technique that also uses uniform random sampling of the data set to speed up the execution.
The notion of the outlier has various interpretations in different scientific communities. In statistics [32] , [8] , outliers are data points that deviate from a specific model assumption. The notion of distance-based outliers was recently introduced in databases [23] , [24] , [33] . According to this notion, a point, P , in a multidimensional data set is an outlier if there are less than (a user-specified constant) p points from the data in the -neighborhood of P . A related notion of outliers was introduced in [6] . Deviant points [21] are special forms of outliers.
Sampling [39] , [40] is a well-recognized and widely used statistical technique. In the context of clustering in databases, both partitional [28] and hierarchical [17] clustering techniques employ uniform random sampling to pick a set of points and guide the subsequent clustering effort. In data mining, Toivonen [38] examined the problem of using sampling during the discovery of association rules. Sampling has also been recently successfully applied in query optimization [11] , [10] , as well as approximate query answering [16] , [2] .
Independently, Palmer and Faloutsos [30] developed an algorithm to sample for clusters by using density information under the assumption that clusters have a zipfian distribution. Their technique is designed to find clusters when they differ a lot in size and density, and there is no noise. Their approach tightly couples the extraction of density information and biased sampling based on a hashbased approach, and the quality of the sample degrades with collisions implicit to any hash-based approach. The approach presented herein decouples density estimation and biased sampling. Our use of kernels for density estimation is orthogonal to our framework, which is independent on any assumptions about cluster distribution. Any density estimation technique can be used instead and we suggest a hash free approach to eliminate the impact of collisions to density estimation. In Section 8, we present an experimental comparison of our method against the approach by Palmer and Faloutsos.
BIASED SAMPLING
The focus of this paper is in the design of alternative forms of sampling to expedite the process of cluster and outlier detection. More specifically, we are interested in designing sampling techniques that are biased either toward clusters or outlier points. Let D be a data set; we are interested in a sampling technique that can be suitably tuned by the user to meet one of the following objectives: Objective 1. If u is a cluster in D, then, with very high probability, a very large fraction of the points in u will be included in the sample.
Objective 2. If p is an outlier point in D, then, with very high probability, p will be included in the sample.
The Problem with Uniform Random Sampling
A natural question arises regarding the potential benefits of such sampling techniques. In other words, why is uniform random sampling not sufficient for such a purpose? Consider a data set D of size n which is a single cluster, that is, all n points are members of the cluster. In this case, by employing uniform random sampling, we will do an excellent job in identifying the cluster; the fraction of points in the sample belonging to the cluster is one. In addition, this happens with probability one. In such cases, one expects, for a fixed sample size, the distribution of the points in the sample to precisely track the point distribution in D.
Consider D again, but this time let us remove points from the cluster and introduce them as Gaussian noise. Although the size of the data set remains the same, intuitively we expect that a larger sample size would be needed in this case in order to guarantee that the same fraction of points in the sample belong to the cluster with the same probability as before. In a sense, every noise point included in the sample penalizes the sampling technique; an additional sample in the cluster for every noise point is required to achieve the same fraction of cluster points in the sample. We formalize these intuitions in the sequel.
Guha et al. [17] presented a theorem linking the sample size with the probability that a fraction of the cluster is included in the sample. Let D be a data set of size n, and u a cluster of size juj. Guha et al. consider a cluster u to be included in the sample when more than Ã juj points from the cluster are in the sample for 0 1. Then, the sample size s, required by uniform random sampling to guarantee that u is included in the sample with probability no less than , 0 1 is:
Let us obtain some quantitative feel about the implications of this equation in practice. Consider a database of n ¼ 100; 000 points. Let us use (1) and examine the sensitivity of s to various parameters. Figs. 2a and 2b presents the minimum sample size required to guarantee that a fraction of ¼ 0:2 ( ¼ 0:3) of point in juj is included in the sample for a range of probabilities, for juj ranging from n to 100; 000 points.
It is evident from Figs. 2a and 2b that, using uniform random sampling, we cannot guarantee with high prob-ability that a large fraction of a small cluster is included in the sample, unless we use very large samples. For example, in order to guarantee with probability 90 percent that a fraction ¼ 0:2 of a cluster with 1,000 points is in the sample, we need to sample 25 percent of the data set. As the fraction of the cluster required in the sample increases to 0.3 (Fig. 2b) , the required sample size increases to almost 40 percent of the data base size.
Clearly, one must be willing to include a very large fraction of the data set in the sample in order to provide good guarantees with uniform random sampling. This requirement, however, defies the motivation for sampling. If the decision of whether a data set should be explored further for clusters or outliers is based on the quality of the sample, then high confidence and large representation of the cluster in the sample is what is needed.
Advantages Of Biased Sampling
Instead of employing uniform sampling, let us assume that we sample according to the following rule: Let 1 ; . . . ; n be the points in the data set. Let u be a cluster. Assume that we had the ability to bias our sampling process according to the following rule, R:
for 0 p 1. We state and prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let D be a data set of size n, u a cluster of size juj. A cluster u is included in the sample when more than Ã juj points from the cluster are in the sample for 0 1. Let s R be the sample size required by sampling according to R to guarantee that u is included in the sample with probability more than 1 À , 0 1, and s the sample size required by uniform random sampling to provide the same guarantee. Then,
Proof. Let D ¼ f 1 ; . . . N g be a data set of N points, u a cluster of size juj, and assume we are sampling according to the following rule R:
Let X i be a random variable with value 1 if the ith sampled point belongs to the cluster (with probability p) and 0 otherwise (probability 1 À p). Let X be a random variable containing the sum of the X i s after s R sampling steps, thus X ¼ X 1 þ X 2 þ . . . þ X s R , where the X i s, 1 i s R , are independent identically distributed random variables. By sampling s R points according to rule R, the expected number of cluster points in the sample is:
We wish to compute the probability that, after s R sampling steps, Ã juj, 0 1, points from the cluster are in the sample with probability ; 0 1. Thus, we wish:
Equation (6) can be rewritten as:
By applying Chernoff bounds, we have:
: ð8Þ
Using (7) and (8), after algebraic manipulation, we get:
Contrasting (9) and (1), the result follows. t u Theorem 1 has a very intuitive explanation: Points in a cluster are included with higher probability, thus achieving the requirement that a fraction of cluster points are included in the sample much sooner. Theorem 1 provides a means to overcome the limitations of uniform random sampling since we can assure, with the same probability, that the same fraction of the cluster is in the sample by taking a sample of smaller size. The serious limitation, however, is that we have no clear way to bias our sampling toward points in the clusters since we do not know these points a priori.
We observe that knowledge of the probability density function of the underlying data set can provide enough information to locate those points. Clusters are located in dense areas of the data set and outliers in sparse areas. By adapting our sampling, according to the density of the data set we can bias our sampling probabilities toward dense areas in the case of clusters and sparse areas in the case of outliers. All that is needed is a mapping function that maps density to sampling probability in a way that depends on the objective of our sampling process. For the case of clusters, this function can be as simple as sampling according to the probability density function of the underlying data set. For outliers, it can be as simple as sampling according to the inverse of this function. Since the sample is biased toward specific areas, it has the potential due to Theorem 1 to require smaller sample sizes to give certain guarantees.
The viability of such an approach depends on our ability to derive quick estimates of the density function from the underlying data set. This is the topic of the next section.
DENSITY ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES
A nonparametric density estimator technique attempts to define a function that approximates the data distribution. It is imperative, for performance reasons, to be able to derive the approximate solution quickly. Thus, description of the function must be kept in memory. The success of the various density estimator techniques hinges upon several parameters, which include the simplicity of the function, the time it takes to find the function parameters, and the number of parameters we need to store for a given approximation quality.
Let D be a data set with d attributes and n tuples. Let A ¼ fA 1 ; A 2 ; . . . ; A d g be the set of attributes. The domain of each attribute A i is scaled to the real interval ½0; 1. Assuming an ordering of the attributes, each tuple is a point in the d-dimensional space ½0;
with the property:
The value of f at a specific point x ¼ ðx 1 ; . . . x d Þ of the d-dimensional space approximates the limit of the probability that a tuple exists in an area U around x, over the volume of U, when U shrinks to x. For a density estimator f and a given region
the approximation of Q using f is:
Given D and f, we say that f is a good estimator of D if, for any region Q, the difference between the actual value sumðD; QÞ and the estimated value n Â sumðf; QÞ is small. Biased sampling according to data density can use any density estimation technique. There is a number of methods suggested in the literature employing different ways to find the density estimator for multidimensional data sets. These include, computing multidimensional histograms [31] , [11] , [22] , [3] , using various transforms, like the wavelet transformation [41] , [27] , SVD [31] , or the discrete cosine transform [25] on the data, using kernel estimators [7] , [34] [35], as well as sampling [29] , [26] , [18] .
Although our biased-sampling technique can use any density estimation method, using kernel density estimators is a good choice. Work on query approximation [15] and in the statistics literature [35] , [34] shows that kernel functions always estimate the density of the data set better than just using a random sample of the data set. The technique is also very efficient. Finding a kernel density estimator is as efficient as taking a random sample and can be done in one data set pass. There are other techniques of similar accuracy (for example, multidimensional histograms), but computing the estimator typically requires a lot more processing time.
Using Multidimensional Kernels for Density Estimation
Kernel density estimation is based on statistics and, in particular, on kernel theory [34] , [12] , [42] . Kernel estimation is a generalized form of sampling. Each sample point has weight one, but it distributes its weight in the space around it. A kernel function describes the form of the weight distribution.
For a data set D, let S be a set of tuples drawn from D uniformly at random (with jSj ¼ ). Assume there exists a d-dimensional function kðx 1 ; . . . ; x d Þ, the kernel function, with the property that
The approximation of the underlying probability distribution of D is:
It has been shown that the exact shape of the kernel function does not affect the approximation a lot [12] . A polynomial or a Gaussian function can work equally well. What is important is the standard deviation of the function, that is, its bandwidth. Thus, one should choose a kernel function that is easy to integrate. The Epanechnikov kernel function has this property [12] . The d-dimensional Epanechnikov kernel function centered at 0 is:
are the bandwidth of the kernel function along each of the d dimensions. The magnitude of the bandwidth controls how far from the sample point we distribute the weight of the point. As the bandwidth becomes smaller, the nonzero diameter of the kernel becomes smaller.
In our experiments, we choose the bandwidths according to Scott's rule [34] 
, where s i is the standard deviation of the data set on the ith attribute.
Computing a kernel estimator consists of taking a random sample of size S from the data set and computing the standard deviation of the data set in each dimension. This second step can be done in the same pass that the sampling is done, using the technique of [36] . We summarize the technique in Fig. 3 .
Computing the Selectivity of a Range Query Using Kernels
Since the d-dimensional Epanechnikov kernel function is the product of d one-dimensional degree-2 polynomials, its integral within a rectangular region can be computed in OðdÞ time: selðf;
It follows that, for a sample of jSj tuples, selðf; QÞ can be computed in OðdjSjÞ time.
THE PROPOSED BIASED SAMPLING TECHNIQUE
In this section, we outline our technique for density-biased sampling. Let D be a d-dimensional data set with n points. For simplicity, we assume that the space domain is ½0; 1 d ; otherwise, we can scale the attributes. Let
be a density estimator for the data set D. That is, for a given region R & ½0;
is approximately equal to the number of points in R. We define the local density around a point x to be the value LDðxÞ ¼ I V , where I ¼ R B fðxÞdx, B is a ball around x with radius > 0, and V is the volume of this ball (V ¼ R B dx). We assume that the function that describes the density of the data set is continuous and smooth (e.g., it is a multiple differentiable function). The local density in a ball around a point represents the average value of the density function inside this ball. Since the function is smooth, we approximate the local density of the point x with the value of the function at this point, e.g., fðxÞ. For small values of , the error of the approximation is expected to be small.
Our goal is to produce a biased sample of D with the following property: Property 1. The probability that a point x in D will be included in the sample is a function of the local density of the data space around the point x.
Since the desired size of the sample is a user-defined parameter, we want the technique to satisfy the following property as well:
Property 2. The expected size of the sample should be b, where b is a parameter set by the user.
Let us consider the case of uniform sampling first. A point in D will be in the sample with probability b n . By the definition of f, if fðx 1 ; . . . ; x d Þ > 1, then the local density around the point ðx 1 ; . . . ; x d Þ is larger than the average density of the space, defined as
In density biased sampling, we want the probability of a given point ðx 1 . . . x d Þ to be included in the sample to be a function of the local density of the space around the point 
Thus, f Ã has the additional property
In the sampling step, each point ðx 1 ; . . . ; x d Þ 2 D is included in the sample with probability
Our technique for density-biased sampling is shown in Fig. 4 . It is easy to observe that this algorithm satisfies Property 1. Also, it satisfies Property 2 since the expected size of the sample is equal to
Another observation is that the technique requires two data set passes, assuming that the density estimator f is available. The value of k can be computed in one pass. In the second pass, we can compute, for each point x in the data set, the value of f Ã ðxÞ. One of the main advantages of the proposed technique is that it is very flexible and can be tuned for different applications. Using different values of a, we can oversample either the dense regions (for a > 0) or the sparse regions (for a < 0). We consider the following cases: Fig. 4 . The proposed biased sampling technique.
1. a ¼ 0. Each point is included in the sample with probability b n and, therefore, we have uniform sampling. 2. 0 < a. In this case, f a ðxÞ > f a ðyÞ if and only if fðxÞ > fðyÞ. It follows that the regions of higher density are sampled at a higher rate than regions of lower density. In particular, regions with density that is higher than the average density in the data space are sampled at a rate that is higher than the uniform sampling rate and regions where the density is lower than the data space average are sampled at a rate that is lower than the uniform sampling rate. 3. 0 > a. In this case, the opposite is true. Since f a ðxÞ > f a ðyÞ if and only if fðxÞ < fðyÞ, the regions with lower density than average are sampled at a higher rate than uniform and the regions of higher density are sampled with a lower rate than uniform. and, therefore, the expected number of points from this region is
Following the above reasoning, we get the same expected number of points for region B. The sampling technique we described has an additional fundamental property, namely, it preserves, in the sample, the relative densities of different regions in D. If regions A and B in D are dense, they should appear dense in the sample too. Moreover, if A has a higher density than B, then the same should be true in the sample. We state and prove the following lemma: Lemma 1. If a > À1, relative densities are preserved with high probability. That is, if a region A has more data points than region B in the data set, then, with high probability, the same is true for the sample. It follows that the expected density of region A in the sample is larger than the expected density in region B if a > À1. Using Chernoff bounds we can show that, if the number of the points is large, then this happens with high probability. t u
Lemma 1 allows us to use density-biased sampling to discover small clusters that are dominated by very large and very dense clusters or to discover clusters in the presence of noise. In the case of a > 0, dense areas are oversampled. As a result, it is more likely to obtain a sample that contains points from clusters other than noise. If we set À1 < a < 0, we oversample areas that are less dense, but still sample the very dense areas enough so that they remain dense in the sample. This means that it is more likely to discover small and sparse clusters using such a sample.
Our choice of kernel estimators for the density in our presentation and experiments is based solely on the efficiency of computing kernel estimators. One can show that our sampling technique can work with any method that is capable of computing densities accurately and efficiently.
In our presentation of the sampling technique, we choose for simplicity to separate the step of density estimation and the computation of the biased sampling probability. It is possible to integrate both steps in one, thus deriving the sampling probability in a single pass over the database.
BIASED SAMPLING IN ONE DATA SET PASS
Let P be a partitioning of the space ½0; 1 into nonoverlapping regions. Our technique for adaptive sampling works as follows.
Given a data set D, a partitioning P of the space into nonoverlapping buckets, a density estimator f, and a sample size b,
1.
Compute, for each bucket in P, the probability that a point in the bucket is in the sample. This probability is the same for all points in the bucket. 2. Make one pass over the data, for each point determines the bucket it belongs in and outputs the point with the appropriate probability. It remains to show how to compute the probabilities for each bucket in the partitioning. In uniform random sampling, a point in bucket c will be in the sample with probability For a given bucket c, the expected number of points in the bucket that appear in the sample is
Therefore, these points are sampled with probability
The expected size of the sample is equal to
because P is a partitioning of the space. This method needs only one pass over the data set, assuming that the density estimator function f is available.
Computation of the Integral
To implement the one-pass method efficiently, we have to evaluate the integrals in each region. These integrals cannot be evaluated analytically in the general case, but they can be evaluated numerically, using Monte-Carlo techniques. Let fðxÞ be a density function computed on D. For purposes of exposition, we assume that f is one-dimensional and defined over ½0; 1. We wish to compute the integral I ¼ R 1 0 fðxÞdx. We apply the Monte Carlo technique in the computation of the integral. We employ uniform random sampling on points 1 ; . . . ; N on ½0; 1. Let fð 1 Þ; . . . ; fð N Þ be the values of f at those points. We can approximate I by
where S is the arithmetic mean of fð i Þ; 1 i N. Let be the mathematical expectation Eðfð i ÞÞ and 2 the true variance of fð i Þs. The error of the estimation is jD À j. An estimation of this error can be made with certainty 1 À , by application of the Chebyshev's inequality:
In practice, we don't know , but usually the variance of D can be used instead and get an estimate of the error while applying the technique. If the sample size is large enough (in the order of thousands), then we can apply the central limit theorem to the distribution of D and assume that is normal. In that case, addition bounds for can be obtained using the normal curve. Using kernel density estimators, however, we can analytically evaluate the integral, assuming that the regions are hyperrectangles (Section 4.2). In addition, computing a kernel density estimator can be done in one data set pass. This makes the proposed biased sampling technique a two data set pass process.
USING BIASED SAMPLING FOR CLUSTER AND OUTLIER DETECTION
We describe how density biased sampling can be integrated with cluster and outlier detection algorithms. The emphasis is on the evaluation of biased sampling in conjunction with "off-the-self" clustering and outlier detection algorithms as opposed to come up with new algorithms to solve the problems. We focus on hierarchical clustering algorithms and distance-based outliers due to their popularity and discuss how our sampling technique can be used in conjunction with other classes of clustering algorithms.
Clustering
We run clustering algorithms on the density-biased sample to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed technique. To cluster the sample points, we use a hierarchical clustering algorithm. The algorithm starts with each point in a separate cluster and at each step merges the closest clusters together. The technique is similar to CURE in that it keeps a set of points as a representative of each cluster of points. The hierarchical clustering approach has several advantages over K-means or K-medoids algorithms. It has been shown experimentally that it can be used to discover clusters of arbitrary shape, unlike K-means or K-medoids techniques, which typically perform best when the clusters are spherical [17] . It has also been shown that a hierarchical clustering approach is insensitive to the size of the cluster. On the other hand, K-means or K-medoids algorithms tend to split up very large clusters and merge the pieces with smaller clusters. The main disadvantage of the hierarchical approach is that the runtime complexity is quadratic. Running a quadratic algorithm even on a few thousand data points can be problematic. A viable approach to overcome this difficulty is to reduce the size of the data set in a manner that preserves the information of interest to the analysis without harming the overall technique.
A hierarchical clustering algorithm that is running off the biased sample is in effect an approximation algorithm for the clustering problem on the original data set. In this respect, our technique is analogous to the new results on approximation clustering algorithms [19] , [20] since these algorithms also run on a (uniform random) sample to efficiently obtain the approximate clusterings. The techniques are not directly comparable, however, because these algorithms are approximating the optimal K-medoids partitioning, which can be very different from the hierarchical clusterings we find.
We note here that we can also use biased sampling in conjunction with K-means or K-medoids algorithms if this is desirable. However, K-means,or K-medoids algorithms optimize a criterion that puts equal weight to each point in the data set. For example, for the K-means clustering algorithm, assuming K clusters the optimization criterion is minimization of the following function:
where, for the K-means algorithm, mðiÞ is the mean of cluster i and, for the K-medoids algorithm, mðiÞ is the medoid of cluster i. In density biased sampling, since some areas are underrepresented and some are overrepresented in the sample, we have to factor in the optimization process the probability that a single point is present in the sample. To take this into account, we have to weight the sample points with the inverse of the probability that each was sampled. The following lemma formalizes this process.
Lemma 2.
If each point is weighted by the inverse of the probability that it was sampled, the density of the weighted sample approximates the density of the original data set. The proof of Lemma 2 is similar to that of Lemma 1, but using a ¼ À1 rather than a > À1, and so it is omitted here.
We conjecture that the use of biased sampling will result into good approximation results for the K-means or K-medoids clustering because the points in the dense areas are more likely to be close to cluster centroids or to be the cluster medoids.
Distance-Based Outliers
Distance-based outliers were introduced by Knorr and Ng [23] , [24] . Following them, we give the following definition: Definition 1. An object O in a data set D is a DBðp; kÞ outlier if at most p objects in D lie at distance at most k from O.
Knorr and Ng [23] show that this definition is compatible with empirical definitions of what is an outlier and it also generalizes statistical definitions of outliers. Note that, in the definition of a DBðp; kÞ-outlier, the values of k and p are parameters set by the user. The number of objects that can be at distance at most k can also be specified as a fraction fr of the data set size, in which case, p ¼ fr jDj. The technique we present has the additional advantage that it can estimate the number of DBðp; kÞ-outliers in a data set D very efficiently in one data set pass. This gives the opportunity for experimental exploration of k and p in order to derive sufficient values for the specific data set and the task at hand.
To facilitate the description of our algorithm, we also define the function N D ðO; kÞ to be the number of points that lie in distance at most k from the point O in the data set D. Clearly, a point O 2 D is a DBðp; kÞ-outlier iff N D ðO; kÞ < p.
Finding DBðp; dÞ-Outliers
The basic idea of the algorithm is to sample the regions on which the data point density is very low. Since we are dealing with data sets with numerical attributes, we assume, in the description of the algorithm that the distance function between points is the Euclidean distance. However, different distance metrics (for example, the L 1 or Manhattan metric) can be used equally well.
Let D be a data set with jDj ¼ n points and d numerical dimensions. Let f be a density estimator of the data set D. Given input parameters k (the maximum distance of neighboring points) and p (the maximum number of the data set points that can be at distance at most k away), we compute, for each point O, the expected number of points in a ball with radius k that is centered at the point. Thus, we estimate the value of N D ðO; kÞ by We keep the points that have a smaller expected number of neighbors than OðkÞ. These are the likely outliers. Then, we make another pass over the data and verify the number of neighbors for each of the likely outliers.
Running Time
Using multidimensional kernels for density estimation, it takes one pass over the data set to compute the density estimator function f. The time to find the likely outliers is also linear to the size of the data set since each point has to be read only once. We approximate N 
which can be computed in closed form. The third, optional, part of checking if the likely outliers are indeed DBðp; kÞ-outliers can also be accomplished in one data set pass if we assume that the total number of likely outliers fits in memory. The total running time is OðdmnÞ, where d is the dimensionality, m is the number of outliers, and n is the number of the points. If we use an efficient data structure (e.g., kd-trees) to store the likely candidates, we can reduce the running time to Oðd log m nÞ. The algorithm makes 2 þ d m M e data set passes, where m is the likely number of outliers and M is the size of the memory. It is reasonable to expect that, in practice, m will fit in memory since, by definition, an outlier is an infrequent event. Therefore, the technique will typically perform three data set passes.
EXPERIMENTS
We present an experimental evaluation of our approach. We run clustering and outlier detection tasks in both synthetic and real data sets and we intend to explore the following issues: 1) determine whether biased sampling indeed offers advantages over uniform random sampling for cluster and outlier detection and quantify this advantage and 2) determine the accuracy of the approximate solution that we obtain if we run cluster and outlier detection algorithms on only the biased sample, as opposed to running on the entire data set.
We use the same algorithm for clustering the densitybiased sample and the uniform random sample in order to make the comparison objective. The clustering algorithm we use is hierarchical. The algorithm is an implementation of CURE, as described in [17] . In this algorithm, each cluster is represented by a set of points that have been carefully selected in order to represent the shape of the cluster (well scattered points). Therefore, when the hierarchical algorithm is running on the uniform random sample, the clusters it produces are the ones CURE would have found. We compare these results with the ones obtained when the hierarchical algorithm is run on a density-biased sample (with different values of a). We also include the BIRCH [43] clustering algorithm in the comparison since it is generally considered one of the best clustering methods proposed so far for very large databases. We have not run experiments using CLARANS [28] , but, based on experimental work in [43] , [17] , we expect CLARANS to perform approximately as well as BIRCH. We allow BIRCH to use as much space as the size of the sample to keep the CF-tree (Section 2) which describes the data set. Although we constrain the size of the CF-tree, we allow BIRCH to work on the entire data set for clustering, that is, we do not run BIRCH on our samples. By comparing with BIRCH, we intend to explore the effectiveness of our summarization technique for identifying clusters to that of BIRCH.
Description Of Data Sets
Synthetic Data Sets. We used a synthetic data generator to produce two and three-dimensional data sets. The number of clusters is a parameter, varied from 10 to 100 in our experiments. Due to space constraints, we report only the results for 10 clusters. The rest of our results with data sets containing a larger number of clusters are qualitatively similar with those presented herein, thus they are omitted for brevity. Each cluster is defined as a hyperrectangle and the points in the interior of the cluster are uniformly distributed. The clusters can have nonspherical shapes, different sizes (number of points in each cluster), and different average densities. We also generate and use in our experiments data sets with noise. We generate these data sets as follows: Let D be a data set of size jDj containing k synthetically generated clusters. We add l Ã jDj; 0 l 1 uniformly distributed points in D as noise and we say that D contains f n ¼ 100 Ã l noise. We vary f n from 5 to 80 percent in our experiments. In addition, we used synthetic data sets from [17] (see Fig. 8 ).
Geospatial Data Sets. We also used real-life data sets from spatial databases. One such data set is presented in Fig. 1 and represents 130 ,000 postal addresses in the northeast states and we refer to it as the northeast data set. The other is a data set that represents postal addresses in California and has a size of 62,553 points. We refer to it as the California data set. Both data sets contain twodimensional points. We employ both clustering and outlier detection algorithms on these sets. Another data set is the Forest Cover Data set from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) KDD archive. 1 This was obtained from the US Forest Service (USFS). It includes 59,000 points.
Implementation Details And Parameter Setting.
For the density approximation function, we use the Kernel technique. In our experiments, we use ¼ 1; 000 sample points to initialize the kernel centers and we use the Epanechnikov kernel function. In our experiments, the value of 1,000 gave very good results across a wide range of data sets with different statistical characteristics and sizes and we propose the use of this value in practice. We use the Scott's rule to select the kernel bandwidths (we compute the standard deviation using an approximation algorithm in one pass, the same pass that we get the sample for the kernels). We extract two types of samples:
. Uniform Sampling. We extract a uniform random sample of size b, by first reading the size, N, of the data set and then sequentially scanning the data set and choosing a point with probability b N . Thus, the expected size of the sample is b. . Biased Sampling. We implemented the algorithm described in Section 5. There are three parameters affecting this algorithm:
1. the number of sample points that we use for the kernel estimation (ks), 2. the number of sample points b, and 3. the parameter that controls the rate of sampling for areas with different densities. We experiment with those parameters in the sequel.
We also compare our technique with the technique of [30] . 2 Since this technique is designed specifically to identify clusters of different sizes and densities by oversampling sparse regions and undersample sparse regions, we run the comparison for this case only. We employ the following clustering algorithms:
. BIRCH. We used an implementation of the BIRCH algorithm provided to us by the authors [42] . We set the parameter values as suggested in [42] . Thus, we set the page size to 1,024 bytes, initial threshold to 0, and input range to 1,000. . Hierarchical Clustering algorithm. We follow the suggestion of the experimental study in [17] and we set the parameters accordingly. Parameter (the shrink factor) is set to 0:3. We use one partition and the default value for the representative points is 10.
Clustering Experiments 8.3.1 Running Time Experiments
In this section, we show that the sampling part of our technique has linear running time to the size of the data set and the number of kernels used to approximate the density distribution. Fig. 5 plots the running time of the sampling phase of the algorithm with the number of kernels ranging from 100 to 3,000. We present results for two data sets (data set 1 from [17] and one of our data sets with f n ¼ 20%). Fig. 6 shows that our method scales linearly as the size of the data set increases from 100k points to 1 million. Fig. 7 plots the total running time of the clustering algorithm for biased (BS-CURE) and random sampling (RS-CURE). We used a data set with 1 million points and 1,000 kernels. Note that the running time of the hierarchical algorithm is quadratic. Also note that the time we spend for building the density estimator and for doing another pass for the actual sampling is more than offset by the time we save because we can run a quadratic algorithm on a smaller sample. For example, if we first run the algorithm on a 1 percent uniform random sample, the running time is Oðn þ ðn=100Þ 2 Þ. If we run the clustering algorithm on a 0:5 percent biased sample, the running time is Oð2n þ ðn=200Þ 2 Þ, which is faster than the uniform sample case for n larger than about 14,000. This illustrates the advantage of the biased sampling technique although, in practice, the constants would of course be different. For 1 million points, our method with a 0:4 percent density-biased sample is faster than running the hierarchical algorithm on a 0:8 percent random sample. As the sample size increases, the difference proportionally decreases so that, for the same 1 million point data set, our technique with a 0:8 percent density-biased sample is faster than the hierarchical algorithm with 1:1 percent random sample.
Biased Sampling versus Uniform Random Sampling
In this experiment, we explore the effects of using densitybiased sampling as opposed to uniform random sampling in order to identify clusters. We used a data set (data set 1) used in [17] . This data set has five clusters with different shapes and densities. We draw a uniform random sample as well as a biased sample with ¼ À0:5, both of size 1,000, and we run the hierarchical clustering method on both samples.
In Fig. 8a , we present the data set and, in Fig. 8b , we plot 10 representatives of each cluster found using the biased sample. The centers of all five clusters have been discovered. Fig. 8c plots 10 representatives of each cluster found using the uniform random sample. Note that the large cluster is split into three smaller ones and two pairs of neighboring clusters are merged into one. Clearly, the uniform random sample fails to distinguish the clusters.
It is worth noticing that, for this data set, there exists a sample size (well above 2,000 points in size) on which the hierarchical technique can now correctly identify all clusters. This is consistent with our analytical observation in Theorem 1. A much larger sample (in this case, twice the size of the biased sample) is required by uniform random sampling to achieve the same effects.
The Effects Of Noise In Accuracy
In this set of experiments, we show the advantage of density-biased sampling with a > 0 over uniform sampling in the presence of noise in the data set.
We employ our sampling technique and uniform random sampling on noisy data sets and we compare the results of the two sampling algorithms. We use synthetic data sets in two and three dimensions and we vary the noise by varying f n from 5 percent to 80 percent points. The data sets (without noise added) contain 100K points distributed into 10 clusters of equal size, but with different areas (and therefore different densities). Since the objective is to find clusters in the presence of strong noise, we oversample the dense regions in biased sampling. In the experiments, we use two different values for a, 0:5, and 1 (note that, if a > 0, we oversample the dense areas).
We run experiments using sample sizes of 2 percent and 4 percent in two dimensions and a sample size of 2 percent in three dimensions. Figs. 9a, 9b, and 10 summarize the results for a ¼ 1. To evaluate the results of the hierarchical algorithm, a cluster is found if at least 90 percent of its representative points are in the interior of the same cluster in the synthetic data set. Since BIRCH reports cluster centers and radiuses if it reports a cluster center that lies in the interior of a cluster in the synthetic data set, we assume that this cluster is found by BIRCH.
The results show that, by using biased sampling, clusters can be identified efficiently even in the presence of heavy noise. It is evident that biased sampling can identify all clusters present in the data set, even with f n ¼ 70% and misses one cluster at f n ¼ 80% noise. As expected, uniform random sampling works well when the level of noise is low, but its accuracy drops as more noise is added. Using a larger sized sample (Fig. 9b) , biased sampling is essentially unaffected; uniform random sampling starts missing clusters for f n ¼ 40%, but, eventually, its effectiveness degrades to work worse than BIRCH. The advantage of biased sampling is even more pronounced in three dimensions as shown in Fig. 10 . The effectiveness of biased sampling to identify clusters is robust to the increase of dimensionality from two to three. The effectiveness of uniform sampling and BIRCH degrades quickly. For example, at 60 percent noise and three dimensions, both uniform sampling and BIRCH identify less than half the number of clusters identified in the two-dimensional case.
Clusters With Various Densities
In this set of experiments, we show the advantage of biased sampling with 0 > a in the case that the size and density of some clusters is very small in relation to other clusters. The difficulty in sampling data sets with this distribution lies in the fact that, if the clusters are small, there may be too few points from a cluster in the sample and, therefore, the algorithm may dismiss these points. We evaluate the effectiveness of biased sampling in discovering all the clusters in the data set when the density of the clusters varies a lot. We use two-dimensional synthetic data sets containing 100,000 and 10 clusters; the largest five of which are 10 times larger than the smaller cluster. Fig. 12a , 12b, and 12c shows the results when the data set has 10 percent, 20 percent, and 30 percent additional noise, respectively. We run biased sampling with a ¼ À0:25 and a ¼ À0:5 and, therefore, we sample dense areas proportionally less than sparser areas. However, since we run for values of a that are between À1 and 0, we still expect the larger, denser clusters to be found and, in addition, we make the smaller clusters proportionally larger in the sample. The lower the overall level of noise, the smaller the value of a should be to obtain high accuracy. For example, for 10 percent noise, the best results are achieved for a ¼ À0:5, for 20 percent noise, a ¼ À0:25, and, for 30 percent noise, uniform sampling (that is a ¼ 0) becomes competitive. This result is intuitive because, when a is small, as the noise level increases, proportionally more noise points are added to the sample than when a is larger. Interestingly, BIRCH is not affected as much by the noise as it is affected by the relative size of the clusters. In all cases, BIRCH discovers between six and eight out of the 10 clusters and misses most small clusters altogether.
We also run experiments using the biased sampling technique of [30] (using the code that is available on the Web). This technique has been designed for this situation and samples sparse regions at a higher rate in order to identify small clusters. It uses a grid to partition the data space. Since the number of cells can be very large, grid cells are hashed into a hash table. In the experiments, we allow up to 5MB of memory to store the hash table. To make a fair comparison, we use this technique to obtain a sample and then we use the hierarchical algorithm to find the clusters in the sample. This grid-based technique works well in lower dimensions and no noise, but it is not very accurate at higher dimensions and when there is noise in the data set (Fig. 12d) , even when we allow 5MB of memory to be used. In five dimensions and 10 percent noise, its performance is better than uniform random sampling, but worse than our technique which estimates the density more accurately.
Varying The Sample Size
In both previous experiments, we also varied the size of the sample. We observe that both density-biased and uniform sampling do not improve much when the size of the sample is increased beyond a certain value. An interesting observation is that this occurs much earlier when using density-biased sampling than uniform sampling, an observation that is consistent with our analytical expectations. In our experiments, this value was generally 1K points for density-biased sampling and 2K points for uniform sampling.
Varying The Number of Kernels
In another set of experiments, we varied the number of kernels and, therefore, the quality of the density approximation. In Fig. 11 , we present results for two data sets. The data set DS1 À 50 percent contains 100k points with 10 clusters of the same size and an additional 50 percent noise. The second data set, DS2 À 20 percent, consists of 100k points of 10 clusters with very different sizes plus 20 percent noise. We used biased sampling with a equal to 1.0 and -0.25, respectively, and 500 sample points. Notice that, in the second case, the accuracy of the density estimation is more important because there is a very large variation in the densities of the clusters. In both cases, when increasing the number of kernels from 100 to 1,200, the quality of the clustering results initially improves considerably but the rate of the improvement is reduced continuously.
Real Data Sets
We report on clusterings obtained for the northeast data set and the California data set, using biased sampling and uniform random sampling.
. northeast data set (Fig. 1a) . The results of the clustering algorithm using 10 representatives shows that density-biased sampling (Fig. 1e) outperforms random sampling and accurately clusters the points around the cities of Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. Random sampling fails to identify the high density areas that correspond to the major metropolitan areas of the region, even when the sample size increases from 1K (Fig. 1d ) to 4k or 6K (Fig. 13a and Fig. 13b ). When clustering this data set with BIRCH we find one spurious cluster, while the three largest concentrations are partitioned into two clusters. . California data set. Similarly, a density-biased sample is more effective in identifying large clusters in the California data set as well. The graphs are omitted for brevity.
Practitioner's Guide
We summarize the results of our experimental evaluation, and we offer some suggestions on how to use densitybiased sampling for cluster detection in practice.
. For noisy data sets, setting a ¼ 1 allows reliable detection of dense clusters. . If the data set is not expected to include noise, setting a ¼ À0:5 allows detection of very small or very sparse clusters. . Setting the size of the density-biased sample at 1 percent of the data set size offers very accurate results and is a good balance between accuracy and performance. . Setting the number of kernels in the density estimation ¼ 1; 000 allows accurate estimation of the data set density. As the performance results of Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.6 indicate, there is a linear dependency between the number of kernels and the performance of our approach. Although the suggested value of is sufficient, increasing it is not going to harm the overall performance of our approach.
Outlier Detection Experiments
We implemented the algorithm described in Section 6.2 and we report on experimental results using synthetic data sets and real data sets. In the synthetic data sets, we generate dense clusters and add a number of uniformly distributed outliers. The real data sets include the geospatial data sets and a two-dimensional data set containing telecommunications data from AT&T. This data set contains one large cluster (so, we did not use it in the clustering experiments) and a set of outliers. Table 1 summarizes the experiments on the real data sets. In each experiment, we show how many outliers are in the data set (to find them, we check for each point if it is an outlier), how many likely outliers we find in the first scan, and how many of them are found to be real outliers in the second scan.
The results show that, in almost all cases, the algorithm finds all the outliers with at most two data set passes plus the data set pass that is required to compute the density estimator.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a biased sampling technique based on density to expedite the process of cluster and outlier detection. We have analytically demonstrated the potential benefits of biased sampling approaches, we have presented an efficient algorithm to extract a biased sample from a large data set capable of factoring in user requirements and presented its important properties. Moreover, we have proposed efficient algorithms to couple our sampling approach with existing algorithms for cluster and outlier detection. Finally, we have experimentally evaluated our Fig. 13 . Ten representative points for clusters found using uniform random sampling of different sizes in the northeast data set. (a) Uniform sample (4,000 points) and (b) uniform sample (6,000 points).
TABLE 1 Experiments for Outlier Detection
techniques using "off-the-self" clustering and outlier detection algorithms and we have experimentally demonstrated the benefits of our approach.
This work raises several issues for further study. Although we demonstrated that biased sampling can be an asset in two specific data mining tasks, it is interesting to explore the use of sampling in other data mining tasks as well. Several other important tasks, like classification, construction of decision trees, or finding association rules, can potentially benefit both in construction time and usability by the application of similar biased sampling techniques suitably adjusted to take the specifics of these mining tasks into account.
The biased sampling technique we presented extends naturally in high dimensions. The quality of the sample depends on the accuracy of the density estimator chosen. Different density estimation techniques can also be employed in higher dimensions. We believe that extension of our techniques to data sets of very high dimensionality is possible by taking into account several properties of highdimensional spaces. This topic is the focus of current work.
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